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For the past two decades the Military Intelligence (MI) Officer Corps of the United States
Army, has evolved in response to legislative requirements, organizational culture and the
changing security environment of the nation. Throughout these transitions, the basic challenge
to acquire enough officers to meet field grade requirements has resulted in several initiatives. At
the same time, the MI Corps has sought to develop and refine areas of expertise within the
profession. The future readiness and strength of the MI field grade officer cadre hinge on
successful acceptance and integration of branch transfer officers and the Functional Area 34 /
Strategic Intelligence career field programs. Misperceptions of these programs have resulted in
uninformed decisions and organizational assumptions that have prevented a unified Army MI
effort. A sense of unity and identity within Army MI can be achieved by strategic leadership
involvement in educating the force on evolving Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS)
initiatives, MI accessions initiatives, legislative requirements, and the value of diversity amongst
the force in the formation of intelligence-specific areas of concentration. Army strategic leader
vision and commitment to bring together a united, synchronized, intelligence officer cadre is
critical in shaping a strong, relevant MI Corps for the future.

THE MILITARY INTELLIGENCE OFFICER CORPS: EVOLVING INTO THE 21ST
CENTURY
This paper outlines the evolution of the Army Military Intelligence (MI) officer corps from
the early 1980’s to present day. It begins with a historical overview of past and present MI
challenges and initiatives. The focus then shifts to the impact of external factors such as the
Goldwater-Nichols Act, the Officer Personnel Management System (OPMS) XXI Task Force
and how MI responded and adapted internally to these influences. Specifically, the Branch
Detail Program and the formation of a new strategic intelligence functional area (FA) are
explored to better understand the organizational culture within MI and how current dilemmas
and challenges emerged. Lastly, recommendations are provided in an effort to strike an
effective balance between meeting the urgent needs of today while still setting the right
conditions for the future.
Historical Challenges and Initiatives
For over two decades,1 Army Military Intelligence (MI) has struggled with higher officer
field grade requirements than the company grade base can provide; requiring the branch to
acquire and assimilate officers from other branches into the Intelligence Corps to meet its field
grade commitments. Additionally, Army intelligence has always been faced with the challenge
of creating expertise that spans tactical, operational, and strategic echelons. Each echelon is
comprised of very different consumers as well as different realms of collection, production, and
analysis.2 The Branch Detail Program and the former 35B/Strategic Intelligence specialty were
designed to mitigate both challenges; however, these initiatives were not enough to keep the
Army intelligence officer corps healthy without dedicated senior leadership oversight.
In the early 1980’s Military Intelligence participated in the pre-cursor to the Branch Detail
Program, which was called the Force Alignment Program (FAP).3 In the FAP, officers were
notified between their fourth and sixth year of service that they were being transferred from an
over-strength branch, such as combat arms, to an under strength branch such as MI. This
program was not well received by the field since officers were often given short notice of the
transfer and had little to no input on whether they remained in their original basic branch or not.
While the FAP looked good on paper in realigning numbers and ranks with mission
requirements, upon implementation the sense of unpredictability and little input from the
affected officers was met with resentment and resistance. Challenges arose in trying to retain
and integrate officers into branches they had little or no desire to be realigned into. The goals
and end-state of the FAP were logical; however, the strategy and implementation strained the

human dimension of the officer corps and therefore was quickly adjusted. By the mid-1980’s
officers in branches with high lieutenant requirements but lower field grade requirements were
given a vote, up-front, as to what branch they would be detailed in following their initial
commitment. This new system, the Branch Detail Program, allowed officers to voluntarily
participate and instituted a new system that informed the officers and branches, years ahead, of
future transitions.
The Branch Detail Program is a “borrowing” process that is administered by Human
Resources Command (HRC) according to the provisions of Army Regulation 614-100. The
program works to identify branches with large lieutenant requirements which reside mostly in
combat arms (e.g., Infantry and Armor) against branches with low lieutenant requirements but
high field grade requirements (e.g., Logistics, Signals, and Intelligence). The accessions plan
fills the large combat arms lieutenant requirements, while simultaneously identifying and predesignating officers to transition to field grade shortage branches with low lieutenant
requirements but high field grade requirements.4 For example, as far back as 1997 the program
allowed the Military Intelligence branch to access, or acquire, close to 400 second lieutenants to
active duty, with close to sixty percent serving initially with one of the combat arms or chemical
branches.5 Today, officers branch detailed to MI attend the MI Officer Advanced Course (OAC)
at Fort Huachuca, Arizona as their integration course. In addition to professional training
schools, senior intelligence leaders have remained engaged throughout the decades in merging
skill sets and assimilating these officers into the MI officer culture.
Upon initial implementation into MI, branch detail officers were often referred to as not
being “real” intelligence officers and it was not uncommon for an intelligence officer to be asked
if they were “homegrown” MI or branch detailed. This relative legitimacy6 deficit and
stratification within MI was quickly detected and acted upon by MI senior leaders. The MI
Branch Detail Outreach Program, an aggressive and successful strategic leadership program,
was initiated to provide seamless integration of the branch-detailed officers into the Army
intelligence corps. This program encouraged MI leadership to “demonstrate their interest in the
professional development and future of our detailed officers.”7 Senior intelligence officers
(SIOs) were given a list of the branch detailed officers in their areas and the proponent
Commander, U.S. Army Intelligence Center and School (CG, USAICS), Fort Huachuca, Arizona
encouraged SIOs to contact each branch detailed officer face-to-face in order to mentor and
welcome them into the intelligence profession.8
Today, branch-detailed MI officers transition into the intelligence corps at approximately
their fourth year of service and are widely accepted and integrated into the larger MI Corps.
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Officers from other branches with initial Army experiences outside of the intelligence field are
now widely accepted as bringing valuable breath and diversity to the corps. Key factors in the
successful integration include: strategic leader involvement by the CG,USAICS in issuing
compelling, positive guidance to the field; the establishment of formal training and education
programs; and the mobilization of SIOs in setting a positive tone by serving as mentors and
coaches to both the new, transitioning officers and shaping organizational attitudes and
assumptions in the existing basic branch MI officers.9 The integration of branch detail officers
into MI is a model of success that can be attributed to dedicated senior leader involvement and
assimilation into the culture of the Army Intelligence Officer Corps through mentoring and formal
training.
As MI tackled assimilating branch detail officers into the corps, it simultaneously sought to
develop and refine areas of expertise within the profession; referred to as Areas of
Concentration (AOC). Within the officer corps, AOCs have included collection disciplines such
as Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) and Human Intelligence (HUMINT) as well as developed
intelligence skill sets within echelons, to include all source intelligence (35D), commonly referred
to as tactical intelligence, and strategic intelligence (35B).10 The 35B/Strategic Intelligence
career track was intended to produce a cadre of officers versed in the complexities of jointstrategic-national intelligence support, with officers serving predominantly in this domain.
However, during the Cold-War era, 35B’s had to return to tactical formations to seek command
opportunities in order to remain competitive for promotion. This command requirement defeated
the purpose of trying to groom and develop a dedicated cadre of strategic intelligence experts
since these officers had to see-saw between tactical and strategic assignments or risk being
passed over for promotion.11 Overall, this process did not serve the needs of the Army in best
meeting its diverse range of mission requirements, best utilization of unique officer skill sets, nor
enable tailoring professional development within both the tactical and strategic arenas without
putting one population of officers at risk for future retention. Over time, key catalysts for change
emerged with influences of the Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986, the end of the Cold War, and the
organizational changes that were initiated as a result of the Officer Personnel Management
System (OPMS) XXI Task Force Study of 1996.
Impact of Joint Requirements & OPMS XXI
The Goldwater-Nichols Act of 1986 set the foundation for massive changes in the US
military. Of specific relevance to this paper was the Goldwater-Nichols design to improve joint
officer management policies and how this impacted the management of the Army’s
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35B/Strategic Intelligence officers. Most notably, Title IV of the Act, Joint Officer Management,
created the Joint Specialty Officer (JSO) category. Congress also wrote into law protections to
ensure officers that served in joint duty assignments, and were designated as JSO’s, would not
be penalized from being away from their basic service component (e.g. Air Force, Army, Navy).
For example, JSOs within each service are to be promoted at or above the promotion rate
compared to those officers whose duties remained within their service component.12 This
important piece of legislation influenced the management of Army MI officers by creating a
codified system to enable officers to serve at joint-strategic-national assignments without
necessarily jeopardizing their eligibility for promotion. Within Army MI, this new provision helped
in the successful management of 35B/Strategic Intelligence officers by mitigating promotion risk
for officers that worked primarily in the joint-strategic-national arena and became JSO qualified.
While MI continued to emphasize tactical experience in Army formations for its officers, the
Goldwater-Nichols Act helped legitimize and provide an opportunity for success outside of the
service component’s traditional path.
Another opportunity to explore how to enhance the management of the Army intelligence
officer corps occurred on the heels of the Goldwater-Nichols Act when then Chief of Staff of the
Army, General Dennis J. Reimer, declared in June 1996 “it is time to take a holistic view of the
OPMS processes and systems as we know them today.”13 The Officer Personnel Management
System (OPMS) XXI Task was formed, concluding that the existing Army OPMS was structured
on legacy, cold-war processes and needed to be overhauled. The existing system required
“officers to do too many different things at the field grades to become excellent at any one of
them.”14 Additionally, among its many recommendations, the OPMS XXI Task Force highlighted
that transformation of the Army Officer Corps was an evolutionary process. This organizational
learning process was deemed necessary to develop officers with the right skills, knowledge, and
experience to meet unforeseen challenges of the 21st century.15 In meeting anticipated future
requirements, the study made several recommendations to include the formation of new
functional areas as well as redefining officer success by creating “greater promotion
opportunities for officers outside the command track.”16 The command track was a deeply
engrained cultural norm for recognizing the Army’s top officers. Deviating from this norm and
creating new venues for success would require system-wide changes as well as cultural
evolution within the force. 17
While pursuing the traditional command track was a well-understood professional norm
among the officer corps, the idea of creating a new measure of success within the workforce
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was cautiously received. It took emphasis and coaching by General Reimer, to the OPMS XXI
Task force, that while warfighting remained the primary skill of the officer corps, that it was also
important to develop a contingent of officers specializing in how the Army works
as an institution … to examine focused career paths both in the operational and
institutional army, leading to a new definition of success for officers outside the
traditional command track.18
When creating specialties outside the traditional command track, the Army championed
the message of transformation and building a fighting force capable of meeting the challenges
of the 21st century while saturating its OPMS XXI initiatives and communiqués with the theme of
retaining Army core values. Retaining “a sense of Army tradition and culture… the muddy boots
culture of the Army and its fighting mission …”19 in conjunction with developing a contingent of
officers specializing in how the Army works as an institution. At the time, an overarching
concern existed amongst senior Army leaders that the right values and warfighting ethos were
fully entrenched in the officer corps prior to launching into functional areas and therefore “any
specialization in an officer’s career should not occur until after these formative years, after
selection to major”20 in order to ensure the installation of the right values and sense of Army
Tradition and culture were fully ingrained and established.21
The Army adapted to the recommendations of the Task Force by creating four
overarching OPMS XXI career fields (CFs) with subcategories placed under each one. First,
the Operations CF (OPCF) was created which was comprised of the 16 basic branches and two
functional areas – OPCF focused on employment of land forces and continued traditional
command track officer development. The following newly formed CFs developed new models of
professional development and success within their specific sub-categories. Second, the
Information Operations (IOCF) was comprised of seven newly formed functional areas designed
to meet 21st century challenges to gain information dominance. Third, the Institutional Support
(ISCF) was formed to focus on the increasingly technical and complex nature of the Army as an
institution and lastly the Operational Support (OSCF) was formed with five functional areas
(FAs) to strengthen current readiness while building the future force through liaison and
acquisition specialties. 22 Within the new construct basic branches recognized an opportunity in
which they could remain tethered to traditional force management practices while still leaning
forward in support of the new FAs to meet anticipated future needs.
It was during this atmosphere of change and innovation that MI leadership seized the
initiative and convened the 1996 MI Functional Review board whereby they executed a
complete review of Army MI officer structure. Based on Force XXI concepts, senior leaders also
examined current and anticipated future MI force requirements. The leaders addressed several
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key challenges that plagued effective management of the Army MI officer corps; the central
problem of being “unable to fill all MI field grade officer requirements”23 emerged as a
reoccurring issue at all echelons -- tactical, operational and strategic. The Functional Review
resulted in the formulation of several strategies to better posture Army MI in meeting mission
requirements. Key initiatives included: downgrading select MI billets from O-4/Major to O-3/
Captain;24 identifying select MI billets to be recoded and transferred to other newly formed
career fields/proponencies;25 deleting AOC 35B/Strategic Intelligence from the active
component and creating a new Functional Area (FA) 34/Strategic Intelligence in its place – then
recoding maximum echelon above corps26 MI/35 series billets and virtually all AOC 35B to
FA34/Strategic Intelligence.27
FA34 was to be placed under the newly formed Information Operations Career Field
(IOCF) while basic branch MI (BR35) officers would remain under the traditional command track
of Operations Career Field (OPCF). Since officers would compete for promotion within their
CF, this split served as a firewall in which the operational-strategic (FA34) and the tacticaloperational (BR35) intelligence officers would not compete against each other for promotion.28
It was intended that the CG, USAICS would remain the strategic leader29 for Army intelligence
and thus was made the proponent for both FA34 and BR35. The formation of FA34
supplemented the Branch Detail Program in enabling Army intelligence the maximum flexibility
to acquire more field grade officers and develop successful career paths within AOCs/FAs in
order to establish equilibrium in meeting tactical-operational-strategic commitments.
In January 1997 the Office of the Chief of Military Intelligence (OCMI),30 which is
responsible for the personnel arena of the MI proponent, hosted a follow up conference and
executed a detailed bottom-up review of all BR35 coded officer billets. This review put into
action the strategy outlined by MI senior leaders at the 1996 MI Functional Review Board.
Although a tall order, the OMCI team executed a detailed line-by-line review of all Army MI
officer billets, expertly staffed follow-up actions, and ultimately served as a key component in
reshaping the future Army MI officer corps. They played a large role in ensuring all three key
initiatives outlined in the 1996 MI Functional Review were executed. Once implemented, a key
enabler to streamlining the force was the ability to transfer previously coded BR35 duty
positions to newly formed proponents / functional areas under OPMS XXI to include:
FA30/Information, FA40/Space, and FA57/Simulation Ops, as well as FA43/Human Resources,
and FA50/Force Management.31 In addition to these numbers, ultimately 291 MI positions were
recoded from 35 series to FA34/Strategic Intelligence. 32 By taking these actions, the CG,
USAICS was able to streamline, decrease, and reprioritize Army intelligence officer
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requirements throughout the force, reshaping the MI officer footprint across all echelons within
Army formations as well as within joint organizations.
With the CG, USAICS as the proponent for both FA34 and BR35 the MI Corps could
tether itself to the safety of the past while thoughtfully launching into future innovations. The MI
Corps could continue to mentor and develop BR35 officers along the traditional command track;
while simultaneously supporting OPMS XXI initiatives in meeting joint-strategic-national
intelligence mission requirements by creating FA34. The creation of a new MI foundation had
been meticulously planned and initiated. MI senior leaders envisioned organizational change
that laid the groundwork in enabling a strong and healthy MI officer corps that was responsive,
successful, and able to meet mission requirements at every echelon, well into the future.
Already successful in assimilating Branch Detail officers into MI, a similar SIO initiative was not
instituted to assimilate the FA34 officers. While the genesis and evolution of FA34 was in stark
contrast to the Branch Detail Program, they both ultimately served as key initiatives in the future
readiness and health of the Army Intelligence Officer Corps. Therefore it is important to
understand the original premises of why FA34 was created, how it was actually implemented,
and how it currently impacts the overall status of today’s MI officer corps.
Basic Assumptions and Foundation of FA34
As outlined in the previous section, the 1996 OPMS XXI Task Force and convening of the
MI Functional Review board both served as key catalysts in the formation of FA34. However,
several other factors influenced the genesis of FA34, to include:33
•

DCSPER directed support to functional areas

•

Increase MI Command Opportunity

•

Meeting Joint Requirements

•

Dedicated AOC while mitigating promotion risk

•

Accessions

As part of the initial OPMS XXI initiative, DCSPER directed MI branch to provide
approximately 29 -31% of its officers to the OPMS XXI functional area effort. In response to this
directed requirement, MI leadership created FA34 which allowed the corps to retain MI
experience, exercise oversight over Army intelligence duty positions, and retain the ability to
manage the Army intelligence effort across all echelons by serving as the FA34 and BR35
proponency.34 As anticipated, FA34 attracted a high number of MI officers35 as well as officers
from other basic branches. The transfer of some basic branch MI officers to FA34 was desired,
by the SIO’s at the Functional Review Board, to increase basic branch MI battalion command
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opportunity. The increase in battalion command opportunity was based on simple numbers;
approximately 24% of MI officers had command opportunity prior to OPMS XXI. With the
decrease in the number of basic branch MI officers competing for battalion command a
commitment to a correlating increase in overall MI command opportunity was created. This was
an important consideration in the late 1990’s since under the command-centric, cold war model
selection for command was directly correlated to O-6 promotion rates.36
The lessons learned regarding promotion rates and risks in managing the 35B AOC were
also taken into account, the creation of FA34 provided an opportunity stabilize expertise by
permitting officers to specialize in the joint-strategic-national arena without the promotion risks
that had plagued 35B’s. Additionally, in the past, MI positions at echelons below corps had
been negatively impacted due to the priority to fill legislated joint requirements. To give an
indication of the numbers, it was discovered in the 1996 Functional Review that the overall MI
field grade fill rate was 64%, with priority of fill going to legislated, joint, echelon above corps
positions.37 FA34 would enable dedicated support to legislated joint requirements while “freeing
up” basic branch MI officers to dedicate themselves to operational-tactical Army mission
requirements. Lastly, the creation of FA34 would serve as another means of officer accessions
into MI, thus increasing and enhancing overall Army intelligence support at all echelons. The
FA34 program was intended to complement the Branch Detail Program and correct MI’s critical
shortage of field grade officers. It was a system that was created to allow officers from other
Army officer branches to transition into the intelligence field at approximately 10 – 12 years in
service.38
MI branch designed and created FA34 in response to ongoing and anticipated mission
requirements; it was intended to strengthen and focus the overall Army intelligence effort.
However, upon implementation FA34 morphed into something other than what its original
founders had envisioned, thus impacting the overall health of the Army MI Officer Corps.
FA34 Implementation
The competitive, specialized nature of FA34 appealed to the values of the Army Officer
Corps, and more specifically, to MI officers. Upon its initial inception FA34 drew approximately
five-six times the number of applicants that could be accessed, or acquired, into the program.
The positive interest can be attributed to the nature of the mission, the effective programs and
legacy of integrating branch detail officers, BR35 officers seeking new challenges, and the
themes woven in from the greater Army culture as to what the vision of the future FA34 officer
cohorts would embody. FA34’s were to be officers that were well versed in the muddy boots
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Army, with strong tactical experience, therefore possessing a strong Army foundation that would
enhance their ability to execute assignments in complex, joint-strategic-national intelligence
environments. While it was stated up front that FA34’s would not command traditional Army
formations, alternative success models were communicated. FA34’s were to be trained and
experienced in order to become future leaders within the complexity of the joint-strategicnational arena to include: J2’s at Combatant Commands, Commanders of Joint Intelligence
Centers, and strategic leaders responsible for crafting intelligence in support of the nation’s
most senior military and civilian leaders. The message that the creation of FA34 emerged as an
accession mechanism into MI, in order to meet field grade requirements, was either not included
in the initial sound-bites that went out to the field39 or became lost in translation. What was
clearly communicated to the MI officer population, prior to the first CFD Board in 1998, was that
basic branch MI officers who possessed the former 35B AOC were prime candidates for FA34.
Additionally, the cohorts would be comprised of a diverse mix of officers from other branches,
similar to the Branch Detail Program in support of BR35.
The selection process into FA34 was extremely competitive with nearly half of the
selectees already possessing a Master’s degree. The first several CFD boards accessed over
half of the FA34 officers from the intelligence branch in order to immediately fill mission
requirements while simultaneously buying time to train-up officers from other branches.40 MI
officers that rose to the top of the accessions of the CFD Boards possessed strong tactical
experience and had already attended the Post-Graduate Intelligence Program (PGIP), National
Defense Intelligence College (NDIC), at the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), with most
having earned a Master of Science of Strategic Intelligence degree (MSSI).41 The message that
FA34 was an extension of the Army Intelligence Officer Corps was reinforced following the
results of the first several CFD boards. For example, YG86 was the first year group cohort to
compete for LTC under the OPMS XXI system and went before the CFD board in FY99 with
over half of the 16 officers accessed into FA34 coming from basic MI branch, with most of those
MI officers possessing the former 35B as an alternate AOC. The rest of the officers accessed
into FA34 came from branches across the force, predominantly combat arms. This accessions
pattern continued through YG92.42
Officers coming into FA34 immediately attended training for 12-weeks in the Strategic
Intelligence Officers Course (SIOC), Fort Huachuca. The course was originally designed to
prepare “both non-MI and MI officers for the PGIP and follow-on assignments by concentrating
on analytical skills and operational intelligence.” 43 Because priority fills went to non-MI officers
most basic branch MI officers selected for FA34 did not attend the SIOC training. The SIOC
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course was later reduced to a seven week training program and by 2003 it was not required for
basic branch MI officers, however, it remained a requirement for all non-MI officers transitioning
into FA34.44 As part of branch qualification, FA34’s also were trained at the 40 week PGIP at
the NDIC, DIA.45 Throughout Force XXI upheaval and transition, the small initial FA34 cohort
groups were characterized by a sense of unity and optimism. Internally, Army leadership along
with the newly established systemic processes gave the officers an alternate, albeit
unconventional, path for success in the Army. Additionally, a sense of cohesion and shared
experiences46 existed with CG, USAICS as the proponent for both FA34 and BR35. This
combined with the small community of MI officers combined with the inclusion of predominantly
combat arms officers into FA34, in which many knew one another from previous assignments
and training experiences.
The sense of unity and identity within FA34 shifted in 2002 when CG, USAICS issued
guidance to be incorporated into the CFD Board that no MI officers were to be released from the
basic branch to serve in functional areas.47 Retention and stabilization of the existing MI officer
population influenced the proponent decision, especially in light of the ongoing global war on
terrorism requirements. For example, in 2001, indications of potential instability within MI were
already visible when one of the results of the 2001 CFD Board revealed that all MI officers
requesting to remain in BR35/OPCF were retained by MI; however only 50% of those officers
that comprised the MI Corps had requested to remain in MI as a first choice.48 Additionally, in
2001 MI faced attrition rates higher than the Army average and in 2006 had the largest officer
attrition in the Army.49 In 2002 stop loss was initiated; basic branch MI was working hard to
stabilize the force and fill its field grade requirement commitments in both the Army formations
and in legislated joint requirements. With the new guidance to the 2002 CFD Board the “face”
of FA34 also underwent substantial change.
From 2002 to present, FA34 accessions has predominantly drawn officers from combat
arms, changing the once diverse face of the FA34 officer cadre to one of mostly white males.
To date, zero female officers have been accessed into FA34 from the past seven CFD Boards
(YG93-YG99).50 From a purely accessions stand-point limiting BR35 officers from going into
FA’s was logical since the program was intended to add to the personnel pool of Army
intelligence, not draw from it. However, this new guidance contradicted and negated one of the
start-up goals of creating FA34 which would pull out the former 35B AOC officers from the basic
branch in order to increase BR35 command opportunity, thereby ultimately increasing MI
promotion rates in both AOCs. The proponent could have issued guidance that allowed a
limited number of MI officers to compete and be selected for FA34 in order to fully develop its
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strategic intelligence AOC and use as a retention initiative. This initiative would allow officers to
cast a vote in the nature and shaping of their future service, keep intelligence experience intact
within the proponent, and could potentially result in better officer retention rates in MI.
Despite the fact that BR35 officers are “locked-into” MI and not being released to other
functional areas they have not been dissuaded from trying to go into FAs. BR35 officers
continue to dominate the number of requests to go into FA34, with double the number of
requests than from other basic branches. For example, in the CFD Board for 2005/YG96 there
was a total of 263 officer requests to go into FA34. Ultimately, 11 officers were selected for
FA34 with 39 first choice requests from BR35 (none approved) and 26 first choice requests from
officers from other branches.51 Despite guidance that had been in place for several years,
BR35 officers have continued to request FA34 in good numbers at the CFD Boards.
By changing the rules and closing-off FA34 to experienced MI officers, the internal
organizational culture experienced strained cohesion, integration, and degradation of the
professional intelligence culture that had initially given FA34 its jump-start. Following 2001,
many BR35 officers did not consider FA34 officers as intelligence professionals because the
officers that comprised FA34 had ten or more years in service with many having little
intelligence training and virtually no intelligence experience. These newly minted strategic
intelligence officers were launched into mostly joint, complex, fast-paced environments while still
trying to get their bearings – learning basic intelligence terminology, analysis, writing skills, and
dealing with high visibility requirements such as briefing senior officers and producing quality
intelligence products. BR35 and FA34 officers are both mixed and present at echelon above
corps organizations, such as at the theater-operational Combatant Commands and joint
assignments at DIA. The gap in experience and professional expertise strained cohesion and a
common language amongst the FA34’s and across MI, not only due to internal factors but also
due to external influences.
Externally Army MI delivered inconsistent support to joint organizations. Commanders and
senior intelligence officers within joint organizations were expected by MI to be patient in letting
the Army deliver to them some field grade officers with little knowledge and experience in the
intelligence tradecraft. Prior to 2002, a small cadre of FA34’s did not have any intelligence
developmental assignments or experience in an Army intelligence mission prior to serving in
support of national-strategic, real-world missions; they were the exception. After 2002 almost all
of the officers accessed into FA34 had little to no experience in the intelligence profession and
by 2006 it was common amongst BR35 officers to generalize and characterize FA34’s as being
intelligence officers by training only and not by experience. These officers were placed in real-
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world complex environments where as field grades they were expected to be able to take the
lead. Commanders and J2’s just wanted good, reliable, actionable intelligence support from the
Army. One perceived method to get this basic intelligence support from the Army was to ask for
support that had worked in the past, without understanding the accessions goals of MI, national
and joint commands gradually reverted billets from FA34 back to BR35. The Army MI strategic
plan and vision set into motion close to a decade earlier was starting to unravel.
The internal and external factors morphed the MI footprint so that by 2006, FA34 had
been cut in half from its initial size of 298 field-grade billets in 1998 to 152 billets in 2006 through
the progressive recoding of billets to BR35.52 Perhaps coincidentally, the first FA34 billets to
disappear and be converted back to BR35 were from Fort Huachuca and the U.S. Army
Intelligence and Security Command (INSCOM), the two most powerful intelligence organizations
within the Army. By accident or intention this prevented newly accessed branch transfer, FA34
intelligence officers from being mentored and assimilated into the greater Army intelligence
culture by not giving them an Army intelligence developmental assignment opportunity or
exposure to Army SIO mentoring. This development also shut-out the MI officers that had
transitioned into FA34 from inclusion in the greater Army intelligence organizations, networks,
and initiatives.
Additionally, SIO bias and uninformed assumptions prevented FA34 billets from being
created in many other organizations,53 to include one of the nation’s largest, joint, interagency
intelligence organizations – the National Security Agency. By preventing or just not creating
FA34 positions at the home of MI, USAICS, the Army G2, and representation of some measure
within Army Elements at strategic-national intelligence organizations hampered the legitimacy
and acceptance of FA34 into the greater MI community –and therefore ultimately degraded
overall MI efforts to meet manning and mission requirements across the force. Army MI came
up with the FA34 solution and at the same time the overall force was apathetic, resistant or illinformed on the purpose and strategic vision. Without strategic leader initiative and an
articulated vision to integrate, train and mentor FA34’s seamlessly into the greater Army
intelligence community, transformational change experienced inertia.
In general, Army intelligence leaders did not seem to understand that every billet recoded
back to BR35 hurt the overall MI officer end-strength and ability across the force to meet optimal
manning and thus mission support potential. The manning priorities of the Army currently
dictate that BR35 officers will support the Army tactical formations first to support the needs of
the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT).54 Most theater and strategic level organizations are a
lower priority fill for the Army. However, since FA34s do not serve in tactical formations,
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operational-strategic organizations do not need to compete with Army tactical requirements to
get Army intelligence support in the form of FA34s. While a mix of FA34/BR35 officers exist at
operational-theater and strategic organizations, predominantly BR35 officers are apportioned to
Army tactical-operational formations. However, legislated joint positions must be filled, and
since there are not enough FA34 officers in the inventory and the billets have gradually been
taken off the books, BR35 officers must then be utilized to fill these positions. It should be
remembered that FA34’s serve in the former 35B positions and are intended to meet MI
requirements at joint-strategic-national organizations while still remaining competitive for
retention and further promotion within the new Army system. MI should invest in FA34 cadre
the same way it has invested in BR35, establish a hybrid mix of branch transfer officers and
basic branch MI officers. A hybrid mix within FA34 will reinforce that the functional area is Army
intelligence by another name, since FA34 is the 21st century answer to the former 35B AOC.55
The slow recoding of billets that were once BR35, then transitioned to FA34, and recently
recoded to back to BR35 has resulted in an overall increased demand on BR35/MI due to lower
FA34 accessions, see figure 1.

Figure 1. Depicts Increased Demand on Basic Branch 35/MI due to loss of FA34 positions. 56
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For example, if INSCOM -- which is an echelon-above-corps formation -- would recode its
analytical billets back to FA34 it would drive the accessions for strategic intelligence officers up
and INSCOM would ultimately get those field grade billets filled. As it stands, INSCOM’s
highest priority units get priority fill so out of 250 field grade billets INSCOM can only get 180
filled.57 Since INSCOM converted its FA34 billets back to BR35 field grade positions, with the
intent of getting more BR35 intelligence officer fills, they did not understand that they cannot
draw from an officer pool that just does not exist -- MI BR35 accessions are driven by company
grade requirements and FA34 and Branch Detail accessions are driven by field grade
requirements. Overall, in 2006 MI was required to fill approximately 148 former FA34 billets,
leaving MI short of approximately 150 field grades.58 The overall impact on MI was not fully
understood by OMCI or SIOs in the field as they viewed billet recoding as just as an isolated
FA34 issue, rather than an intrical part of the overall health and strategic roadmap in
successfully bringing the Army MI Officer Corps into the 21st Century.
In addition to the proponent failing to manage FA34 billets, it also failed to clearly define
the mission, skills, and tasks unique to officers serving predominantly in support of jointstrategic-national missions. Amongst the seasoned FA34’s, concern grew regarding the
legitimacy and professionalism of the FA34 cadre. Without active proponent involvement, the
vision and tenacity of the Army’s senior FA34 put into action a series of initiatives to remedy the
growing discord. Throughout 2005-2006, the leaders that were now coming up through the
ranks in FA34 organized a series of communiqués across the force, resulting in a FA34
workshop held 27 February – 3 March 2006. The D.C. workshop sought to define and codify
the FA34 core mission, primary tasks, and training standards.59 The forum resulted in a
developed consensus on FA34’s purpose, unique functions, mission and vision. The group
further defined FA34 goals, mapped out a proposed career path, identified legitimate FA34 jobs
and their descriptions, education, training, and drafted a Universal Joint Task List (UJTL). The
workshop products and recommendations were sent out via e-mail world-wide to FA34s
encouraging inputs and feedback on the results of the workshop. Upon compiling inputs from
the FA34 community, the results were then forwarded to OMCI, as the proponent. The role of
OMCI was to formally review, validate and then staff recommendations into appropriate venues.
It was during this phase of coordination that OMCI and the MI representative at the Army G-1
resisted or just plain ignored the issues submitted regarding FA34 evolution.60 In response to
the bureaucracy, the Army’s senior FA34 officer crafted and disseminated an e-mail to several
MI General Officers, to include the CG, USAICs, the Army G2, INSCOM Commander and J2,
DIA as well as to senior field grade officers within FA34 and BR35.
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The e-mail was sent out on 14 August 2006, causing controversy and a stir within the
intelligence ranks. This communiqué catapulted the long ignored issues by the proponent that
senior FA34 officers had been wrestling with. This marked the first time the issue of billets and
FA34 concerns were brought to the attention of MI senior leaders.61 In September 2006 the
CG, USAICs and the Army G2 were briefed for the first time on the status of FA34. It was
revealed that neither senior MI leader knew much about FA34; to include the reasons behind
the genesis of FA34 nor were they versed in why FA34 mattered to the overall, long-term health
of Army intelligence. By October 2006, on behalf of the CG, USAICS, the OMCI staff issued the
necessary proponent guidance for units to review their manning documents and Army officer
requirements.62 Since the majority of the FA34’s existed in joint units, the message went out to
all Combatant Command J2 staffs, select national intelligence community organizations, and
relevant Army formations. The OMCI message included helpful information to addressees on
what Army MI billet review requirements were and solicited their support to meet billet
conversion goals. However, the message also included a contentious paragraph in which the
OMCI staff sought to define the similarities and differences between Army BR35 and FA34
officers. It was in this paragraph that the rift in the Army’s MI officer sub-culture was clearly
captured. The “haves” and “have nots”63 in MI was no longer just an intangible, organizational
consensus64 but was now put in print outside of the Army MI community to joint commands
world-wide. In part the message read,
… AOC 35 is an MI officer who will serve in repetitive assignments at all
echelons. He is trained to conduct intelligence operations, serve in S2/G2
positions and will compete for CSL command or G2. As MI captains career
course graduate, with the possibility of holding and an additional MI AOC, he is
an MI Pentathlete in the truest sense of the word. An FA34 is trained as a
strategic and regional intelligence specialist who may have come from outside of
MI but who normally will have completed DIA’s Post Graduate Intelligence
Program or have been granted equivalent credit. This officer will not compete for
CSL command or G2 but will work repetitive assignments at theater, joint, and
strategic levels as an analyst or intelligence supervisor …65
The evolving internal split amongst officers within Army intelligence was made clear and
codified in the message text, the proponent described BR35 officers as being the consummate
intelligence officer while the FA34’s were described as being something less than that. Army
culture undertones emerged that clearly separated BR35 and FA34’s, that while officers in FA34
may possess unique enabling skills they were not necessarily dedicated warfighters or
intelligence professionals. Such officers were perceived as somehow shying away from the
long understood test of leadership embodied in the command track, and that there existed a
fundamental difference in values that motivated an officer to remain in the traditional BR35 vice
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going into one of the new functional areas. Additionally, the dynamics regarding the lack of any
basic branch intelligence officers in the FA34 population following 2002, as well as the tension
that emerged with so many BR35 officers requesting FA34 without being able to get accessed
into the FA, created a rift in the officer corps where the BR35 officers asserted their legitimacy,
creating an “in-group” of BR35’s and an “out-group”66 of FA34’s. The conditions for this
organizational dynamic were in place, of note none of the FA34 duty positions were recognized
as being Key Billets and FA34’s were isolated from MI strategic leaders in both the proponent
and Army G2.
While the message met the required task of officially having units review their billet codes,
so the Army G-1 could work manning actions, it unofficially served as further propagating
divisions within the Army intelligence organizational culture and legitimacy issues that emerged
for close to a decade between BR35’s and FA34’s. In addition to inaction by OMCI in following
through with the initiatives outlined in 1996, it could now be looked at in 2006 as a catalyst for
division vice unification within the MI proponency. The MI Corps was to face external influences
that would continue to challenge management of its officer corps.
Where we are in 2007 – Evolution of OPMS
On September 5, 2006, the Army announced a revision to the OPMS system by
functionally realigning the OPMS design. As a result the previous officer framework was made
obsolete and was replaced by three Functional Categories: Maneuver, Fires and Effects (MFE);
Operations Support; and Force Sustainment. The Functional Categories “are further divided
into Functional Groups that link branches and functional areas with similar battle field
functions.”67 The revised OPMS design is touted as “… better aligned to the critical joint
functions required of the Army than the four Career Fields of OPMS 3 and provides broader
officer development.”68 For Army intelligence FA34 and BR35 officers are now both placed
under the Functional Category of Operations Support (OS). They are placed together under the
Functional Group of Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR) & Area Expertise,
along with Foreign Area Officers / FA48.69 CG, USAICS remains the proponent for FA34 and
BR35 and the Army G3 continues to be the proponent for FA48.70
Additional changes were implemented, to include FA34’s now are aligned within the MI
Corps at their seventh year of service, vice 10 years, allowing for earlier integration and
utilization. Also, implementation of “code or position sharing” within the three new ISR
categories was directed by the Chief of Staff of the Army. His intent was to broaden officer
professional development and to have greater flexibility in assigning the right officer to the right
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job. The impact on officers in ISR categories is that approximately 20% of all BR35, FA34, and
FA48 positions will be identified for code sharing. Promotions will continue to be based on
requirements identified within a given branch or functional area.71 The new model opens up
opportunities for greater flexibility in managing intelligence support, integrating officers from
other branches earlier into the intelligence profession, and unifying the overall intelligence effort.
The OPMS updates are intended to “better position the Officer Corps to meet current and future
operational requirements in light of Modularity and Army Transformation.”72
With the abolishment of MI commands at Corps and below in 2003 and again with the
current 2006 OPMS Functional Category alignment, MI basic branch is in a state of transition. It
has had to re-look organizational values, assumptions, and professional development models to
remain relevant and competitive in the new operating environment. Some MI officers strongly
hold onto the command centric model and believe that as a member of the former OPCF, MI
should be realigned under the new structure with MFE vice the OS. Others believe the new ISR
category is a positive step in the right direction and will ultimately provide better intelligence
support at all echelons. Under the new paradigm many BR35 officers do not see themselves as
OS but rather under the traditional, pre-dominantly command track category of MFE. The
legacy, cold-war assumption that the best and brightest officers are kept in BR35 to become
future leaders and commanders is a mental model that dominates the basic branch. In general,
to be grouped with FA34 and FA48 has not been fully accepted by BR35 as they continue to
pursue previous models of success and define legitimacy between the “haves and have nots,”
as displayed in the September 2006 OMCI message.
Remaining on the command track continues to be coveted and serves as a central
discriminator amongst BR35 officers, and many SIOs. Today, Army intelligence is investing in
“buying back” intelligence battalions that will be placed in organizational tables at echelonsabove-corps but serve as modular “plug-n-play” support for tactical division and brigade combat
teams. It is an innovative concept intended to provide flexible, tailored intelligence support to an
expeditionary force. These MI battalion and brigade formations are modeled on the command
structures of the past. It remains to be seen if these formations are the best way to meet
current and future Army intelligence needs. A real challenge exists for MI to balance how it
transforms, how much of the past to hold onto and how much of an unknown future to invest in.
Strengthening MI into the Future / Recommendations
Assuming that Army MI will continue to require accessions at the field grade level, and will
utilize the Branch Detail Program and FA34 CF programs to meet its requirements, then the
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following recommendations are made to enhance the overall health of the MI officer corps. The
recommendations are not all inclusive or complete in their prescription, but rather highlight key
issues in order to initiate the dialogue and openly acknowledge the unique challenges in
establishing and maintaining a cohesive Army intelligence professional identity, culture and
sense of legitimacy while simultaneously supporting mission requirements and Army
Transformation. While the recommendations73 appear in a linear manner, none of them are
stand-alone and most need to be executed simultaneously to achieve positive change.
•

A compelling positive vision reinforced by MI strategic leader action. A vision outlining
the merits of diversity amongst MI officer professionals as an inter-dependent united
team must be articulated by senior, strategic leaders within the Army intelligence
community; specifically by the CG, USAICS and the Army G2. An understanding of
why AOCs exist and the unique interdependent contributions MI professionals make at
each echelon should be pursued. The officer corps must believe that the organization
will be better off in leveraging the complementary differences in BR35 AOCs, and
integration of branch transfer officers within BR35 and FA34. Dialogue with and “buyin” from the SIOs out in the field is imperative to foster teamwork, and this consensus
must be bridged and reinforced amongst intelligence officers across the force.
Establish mentoring programs similar to the successful Branch Detail Outreach
Program that welcomes and recognizes the collective contributions made by basic
branch, branch transfer, and FA34 officers. Communicate and reinforce that
intelligence skill sets and legitimacy is valued across the proponent, that we are
interdependent. Shatter old mental models of inclusion and exclusion; for example
include leader representation from all accessions venues in proponent Roadmap
Forums, Initiative Working Groups, Key Social Gatherings, MI Leadership Forums and
within Intelligence Agencies. Educate the force, legitimize the split-jurisdictions within
Army intelligence and reinforce that we all on the same team.

•

Fix the Force Structure. Dedicated oversight by the CG, USAICS is required to track,
implement and sustain the “right” hybrid mix of both branch detail and basic branch
officers within BR35 and FA34. Additionally, conduct another review board with SIOs
from BR35 and FA34 to deliberately execute billet coding mix across all echelons.
Proactive OMCI and SIOs involvement and deliberate oversight are critical
components in ensuring the proper leader and staff actions are taken to implement
change that will endure throughout Army formations and joint organizations. While
recoding billets to FA34 is a necessary near-term step, the change will only be
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institutionalized in the long-term when key internal and external issues are addressed.
Internally Army SIOs must understand the “whys” behind the creation of the Branch
Detail Program and FA34 career Field. That the strategic intelligence / FA34 officers
belong to the legacy AOC 35B by another name. Inclusion and a balanced mix of
basic branch officers and branch transfer officers should be pursued within FA34.
Additionally, SIOs need to get involved in ensuring these officers are properly trained,
educated and mentored. Externally, if the mentoring and training of the strategic
intelligence AOC is successful, then FA34 officers should become the Army MI officer
of choice at joint-national-strategic organizations. If FA34’s deliver inconsistent or
substandard support, then it reflects on the overall Army MI profession, and will result
in little incentive for these organizations to continue to keep FA34 billets within their
manning documents. Recoding should be a win-win for both the Army and for DoD
organizations outside the Army.
•

Revisit FA34 Accessions Criteria. A re-look of the CFD Board guidelines and
accessions process is long overdue. Unintended second and third order effects have
emerged such as the loss of diversity in the backgrounds and experience of branch
transfer officers, the gradual elimination of gender and minority representation, and
the loss of a balanced hybrid mix of basic branch intelligence officers along with
branch transfer officers. The hybrid mix that exists within BR35 should also exist
within FA34.

•

Formal Training. Review, update, and incorporate separate but equally valued
training and education programs for all the intelligence AOCs. These models exist
within MI for All Source Intelligence (35D), Human Intelligence (35F) and Signals
Intelligence (35G). The training model, along with proponent involvement, needs to be
expanded for Strategic Intelligence (FA34). Since FA34 and BR35 work within a
shared jurisdiction,74 a settled division of labor needs to be codified. The proponent
should take the lead in reviewing and clearly outlining the unique skill sets needed to
foster expert skill sets within FA34 that are different from BR35. The ground work has
already been laid with existing UJTLs for BR35 and the drafting of a FA34 UJTL from
August 2005. Formally codify and institute training unique to each AOC. Specifically,
incorporate seasoned FA34’s into the SIOC training in both curriculum formulation as
well as experience and background in teaching from the podium. Instructors will
become the first mentors and leaders to officers coming in from other branches or into
the strategic intelligence community. Foster a respect and appreciation for the
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intelligence work being done at each echelon. Deliberately incorporate into proponent
sound-bites to the force and into training curriculums how each unique echelon that MI
officers operate in complements mission support. Intelligence support and
cooperation shared amongst echelons can be leveraged globally to provide timely,
relevant, actionable intelligence from the most tactical to strategic realm. A seamless,
integrated global intelligence network within Army formations, joint warfighting and
strategic organizations will enhance intelligence support across the force.
•

Form Informal Training of Relevant “Family” Groups and Teams. Army intelligence
officers should not feel like deviants if they break from the traditional path and pursue
new, visionary models of success. Because cultural norms are embedded in groups,
informal training and practice must be provided throughout the MI Corps so that new
norms and new assumptions can be jointly formed. This applies to both BR35 and
FA34s as they refine and adapt their AOCs to provide the best intelligence support to
unforeseen future formations and missions.

•

Create Practice Fields, Fix Integration of New Officers & Developmental Assignments.
If the formal learning in each AOC is to take hold, then intelligence officers must have
a sense that they can manage their own informal training processes, practice, and
have an opportunity to learn by experience without being penalized. Just as SIO
dedicated effort has gone into assimilating branch detail officers, the same thoughtful
integration needs to be applied to FA34s. Currently, it is informally accepted by FA34
leaders that DIA serves as the “training ground” for new strategic intelligence officers
since the DIA J2 has established a positive learning environment and has taken an
active role in the integration and training of the joint military and civilian workforce.
The idea to integrate FA34s back into Army formations to develop strategic
intelligence officers should be carefully reviewed and thoughtfully road mapped. It
would be a counterproductive initiative unless the issues regarding legitimacy and
acceptance within Army MI culture is addressed. Ultimately seamless integration of
FA34 and BR35 officers at USAICs, the Army G2, and INSCOM would give senior
company grade and junior field grade officers the right developmental experience and
mentoring to expose officers in both AOCs to Army MI culture.

•

Create A Reward and Discipline System – Consistent with the New Way. Establish
and issue guidance for Key Billets within the FA34 and BR35 domains. BR35 adapted
rapidly to the elimination of MI Battalion Commands by creating G2 staff positions as
Key Billets to legitimize intelligence contributions and to identify duties to distinguish
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officers’ potential for future advancement. Likewise, a limited number of Key Billets
should be established for FA34 officers in the most critical, strategic-national duties.
This will visibly create separate, distinct valued career paths within the split-jurisdiction
of Army MI and ultimately have officers value the leadership and contributions of their
peers at different echelons.
Conclusions
Successful transformational change within the Army Intelligence Officer Corps is within
reach. With Army-wide transformation and the global war on terrorism commanding immediate
attention it is easy to put aside the challenges facing the MI Officer Corps. However, the heart
of MI is the quality of people serving throughout the Corps. Attention to the human dimension is
critical in synchronizing and bringing together the Officer Corps within AOCs and across every
echelon. SIO vision and mentoring of the officer cadre is an important investment and force
multiplier that deserves dedicated, deliberate oversight. In this new era, leaders and legitimacy
in the intelligence tradecraft comes in many forms – it is time for our strategic leaders to form
and enact a vision that will serve as a central node to the dispersed, diverse, global Army
Intelligence Officer Corps to leverage our collective capabilities. The diverse nature of Army MI
should be harnessed as a strength -- serve as a unifying element, enhance teamwork,
adaptability, and innovation to meet unforeseen challenges as we develop intelligence
professionals who are competent at all echelons in support of tactical, joint and expeditionary
requirements. By building a new, global sense of community amongst our nations military
intelligence professionals we will be united and better prepared to meet the 21st century security
environment.
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